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When to draw the line with BP brothers?
June 10, 2017 | 15 upvotes | by AtlasCuckd

Gentlemen,
I have a close friend that unleashed a heap of BP verbal fagotry yesterday.
We were out for drinks yesterday and we got to talking about relationships. Long story short, he went into
a rant about not wanting "the kind of dynamic/relationship" that I spoke of in our discussion with
masculine and feminine (TRP without the buzzwords), like the one I'm currently in. He believes that a
relationship where a man is the rock and decision maker, even though he consults with his first mate (who
is also intelligent and can hold her own) from time to time and respects her, is wrong. He insisted equality
only. He also called women who look up to their man and who need the man as an emotional rock to be
"idiots". Slight jab to my LTR.
Not surprising that he looks up to his parents' relationship and wants a woman "if only even a tenth as
strong as" his mother. Fyi she is overbearing, wears the pants, and is the alpha. No wonder he thinks the
way he does. At the end of the day, he wants a women "who is my equal in every way or even better than
me". Told him good luck and I hope for his sake he finds a unicorn, but asked him to remember this
conversation when he's knee deep in shit and wants my advice.
One thing he brought up did have me looking at him in a completely different light. The first time he met
my LTR, it was my birthday. He knows I'm not big into drugs, and would prefer not to have them in my
LTR. That includes weed, even though I'll smoke it a few times a year on a special occasion. He smokes a
few times a day, does coke, and is just abusing his body way too much. Anyway he had a spliff and was
asking a few of us if we'd like to smoke. He got to me and I said no. Then he asked my LTR who he had
just met if she wanted to smoke with him outside. Didn't happen, and I pulled him aside later and told him
I'd appreciate if he doesn't offer drugs to my LTR, being my friend. This situation came up in our convo
yesterday and he said he "lost respect for me" because I told him that and won't let my LTR make her
own decisions. Wtf? Is it odd to expect your friends not to offer your LTR drugs without asking you first?
For me personally, whether my friend was a guy or a girl, I'd ask them aside first if it's cool to offer drugs
to their LTR, even something is mild as weed. Since that person is my friend, it makes sense to me to talk
to then first and see what expectations they have in their relationship. Am I an asshole or is my friend BP
and doesn't understand boundaries?
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Comments

PedroIsWatching • 52 points • 10 June, 2017 09:40 PM 

Your friend sounds like a massive faggot that you should stop associating with.

Pluglord • 14 points • 10 June, 2017 10:46 PM 

This

thehat89 • 3 points • 11 June, 2017 03:48 AM 

This has less to do with your friend being a blue pill and more to do with him being an idiot and not so great
human being. If a dude I was barely friends with disrespected me through my gf he would get pulled aside
and a stern warning. If one of my best buddies did that I'd go right past that to considering breaking his legs.
Your good friends should know better. A guy who doesn't know me to well has that exact excuse yet will
still be educated when he steps out of line.

Your friend is going to realize that his ideas on a relationship run counter to each other. The man cannot be
"the rock" but still have the woman hold half the power as "first mate" as you put it. A strong, self reliant
woman with mental fortitude and a decisive nature (unicorn) will, at the very least, attempt to wear the pants
in a relationship 99/100.

Your dude needs to be enlightened. You can try and talk to the man but he could get defensive. In that case
it'd be more productive to cut the cord.

WhorehouseVet • 26 points • 11 June, 2017 12:09 AM 

Offer your dick to your friend's girlfriend, and if he objects, tell him that you've lost respect for him because he
can't let his woman make her own decision.

Cut this faggot out of your life.

AtlasCuckd[S] • 7 points • 11 June, 2017 07:19 AM 

She was a landwhale then they broke up, and he felt bad "because she was a good person" and still wanted to
be friends with her.

Will do an FR if his next girl is slimmer

[deleted] • 1 point • 11 June, 2017 10:50 AM 

People get the life they deserve

Bigmachiavelli • points • 11 June, 2017 12:05 AM [recovered]

Smile and nod. Unlike everyone else I don't like burning bridges, you never know when you'll need him. Just
don't let him infect you with his BP thinking.

Also asking people if they want share a spliff is relatively normal. For me it's almost customary. I never like to
smoke alone. However I do not know what you guys previously discussed. His conclusion of you thinking his
girl making decisions is flawed. Next time smile and nod.

AtlasCuckd[S] • 2 points • 11 June, 2017 07:11 AM 

I too don't like burning bridges, unless it's a girl that I cutoff. That I could care less vs. Old friends.
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bidric • 8 points • 11 June, 2017 12:21 AM 

Bro, you're caring too much about the way your friend wants to live. Just let him, no point in disrupting your
own peace.

With respect to your friend offering drugs to your LTR, you just seemed insecure honestly. Your girlfriend is old
enough to do whatever the fuck she wants. The image that comes to my mind is that of the cuck who everyone
knows he's getting cucked, running around asking "Hey, did my gf just hug that guy over there?"

If some dude pulled me aside for something like that I would literally laugh my ass off and ignore him. What
would you do if he had done that? Any aggressive reaction you may have would be pitiful as fuck, because the
reason you're pulling him aside is stupid.

AtlasCuckd[S] • 1 point • 11 June, 2017 07:08 AM 

His lifestyle is his choice, that's why I don't interfere with his own decisions. Doesn't effect my relationship
with him, other than thinking he's an idiot for using drugs as an escape (he's mentioned this). Just don't want
it in my LTR. I prefer the self improvement route for myself, and that's what TRP is about.

Yea I can imagine laughing it off if a random guy pulls you aside. But how do you realistically navigate
these situations with friends who already know your boundaries?

bidric • 1 point • 11 June, 2017 11:18 AM 

You can establish your boundaries with your attitudes and behaviour. Now, one has to wonder "how far
should I stretch my boundaries"?

But before you do that, the moment you go all out defending what you think is worth it (which is what
you did when you told your friend he couldn't offer drugs to your LTR), you have to consider that it's got
to be a reason worthy of losing your shit for.

Behaving like one is a rock (i.e, strong frame) is not underrated at all, but nobody respects a rock filled
with feathers.

Answering your question, you establish your boundaries by deciding at what point they're being
trespassed, and you act accordingly. If that event is easily triggered, then you're displaying weak frame.

CaffineAddictNYC • 5 points • 11 June, 2017 12:15 AM 

Would you be offended if your friend offered your LTR an alcoholic drink in front of you without first asking
your permission? How about coffee?

Everything else you said made sense.

AtlasCuckd[S] • 1 point • 11 June, 2017 07:16 AM 

I thought about that, and I agree. However where do you draw the line on what a normal ask is? Sure drugs
are a normal ask for him, akin to coffee and a beer. They're not for me though and he knows this.

Does holding him accountable for this sound like a crazy expectation on my end? I'm not sure. I know that
I'm mindful of these nuances, but others may not be the same.

ThatKassiusGuy • 1 point • 11 June, 2017 12:07 AM 

It's honestly hard sometimes.

You've had these friends for so long, the memories you've shared, the good times and the bad. At times it angers
me the way they act, the way they let themselves be treated, by woman in particular. The way they completely
ignore the fact that they're going no where in life and how it takes hard work to get anywhere. I especially get
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irked with the way they act towards me and the changes I'm making in my life for the better. Even when being
more successful in almost every aspect, they have to open there fucking mouth and advise me while there life is
literally falling apart around them.

As much as I watch them slowly fuck up there lives, relationships and potential careers, I still kind of have a soft
spot for them. So I'll stick around, nudge them just a little in the right direction and then perhaps maybe they'll
turn out being alright. Not the smartest thing to do I know, guess I can't help myself.

gmwbh • 1 point • 11 June, 2017 12:35 AM 

If they are not hard-core conservative athiests I couldn't care less about them

If they have converted from the degenerate club I will look at them as children

Nex54 • 1 point • 11 June, 2017 11:43 AM* 

My brother is similar, excep he believes that most women are bitches, and the unique princess will come around
some day. And he believes it so much that he basically hangs out only with his equally-oblivious friends and
never, ever meet any women.

He basicslly believes that unless a woman is willing to see inside his soul (and past superficial shit), she's not
worth his time.

theamazingswayze • 1 point • 11 June, 2017 12:19 PM 

It's bad enough being BP

It's ten times worse when you are BP, and you need drugs to numb your painful existence

I don't care how long you've known this guy OP. Cut him off.

He adds no value to your life.
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